
What is The Legendary Silkie Irish 
Whiskey?
The legendary Silkie is a blended Irish whiskey bottled by 
Sliabh Liag Distillers. While they build their whiskey distillery, 
they have sourced the finest double and triple distilled malts, 
soft grain whiskey and a hint of peated malt, inspired by the 
legends of the Donegal Coast. Silkie was awarded 88 points 
(silver medal) by the Beverage Testing Institute in 2020

What makes Silkie special?
The Silkie seals of the Donegal coast are mythical 
shapeshifters who transform into beautiful women when 
they shed their seal skin coats. The Legendary Silkie Irish 
Whiskey is inspired by these enchanting sea maidens. Bottled at 
46% ABV the whiskey is not chill filtered giving a rich character to 
a super soft whiskey. Presented in a tall elegant bottle, the Silkie 
label is reflective of the blue/green colour of the sea at the foot 
of the Sliabh Liag Cliffs. 

How to enjoy Silkie:
Silkie can easily be enjoyed neat or over ice. 
Mix with ginger ale and garnish with an orange peel for a “Silkie 
Rua”. Silkie is an excellent whiskey for mixing with its rich 
complexity shining through in any classic cocktail. 
Try an Irish Manhattan or a Silkie Old Fashioned with rhubarb or 
cherry bitters rather than Angosutra. 

Tasting Notes:
Nose: Fresh with gentle malt, green apple opens up to a more 
honeyed butteryness

Taste: Super soft, warm sweet honeyed ginger bread, hints of 
orange zest, brioche and butterscotch

Finish: Warming elegant finish with the slightest hint of peat

#InspiredByLegend



THE LEGENDARY SILKIE 
IRISH WHISKEY

Whiskey Distillation Peated? Barrel Percentage

Single Malt Double Distilled No Bourbon 15%

Single Malt Triple Distilled No Sherry 13%

Single Malt Triple Distilled Yes (55ppm) Sherry 2%

Grain (Maize) Column No Rechar 70%

Our blend for The Legendary Silkie is:

Non Chill-Filtered – 46%

Release #1 2016

Release #2 2017; increased single malt to 25%

Release #3 2019; above
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